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 The included production software allows you to mix and master for broadcast and online audio streaming, as well as integrate
the unit with the software for recording in-studio sessions. And if you need to create standalone single-file audio files, you can

record directly to your hard drive using the TRU-PUNCH recording feature. All of this is wrapped up in the most modern
interface available, which still makes the perfect reference for mixing and mastering on your desktop. The Ultimate in Sound -
Passive & Active Studio Audio Capabilities The SONAR X1 Producer comes standard with three microphones, and optional
headphones and a pair of compact in-ear monitors. With a single tap of the headphone or monitor selection button, you can

switch between any of the three mics, active or passive, as well as in-ear monitors or headphones. For an even greater choice of
options, you can add optional Studio Monitoring Kit (S.M.K.) with the optional monitoring kit. Studio Quality Recording - All

the Way to 24bit/96kHz The SONAR X1 Producer is designed with studio quality in mind, and is capable of recording
24bit/96kHz audio into your computer for a professional broadcast quality. The unit also comes with a dual headphone

amplifier, which allows you to plug in headphones, mics or monitors, all from the same output for an easy-to-setup, versatile,
and powerful listening experience. The SONAR X1 Producer allows you to record with any of its microphones in 3 discrete

locations: Smart Mode, Recording Mode, and Standalone Recording Mode. Smart Mode is a great starting point for recording in-
studio, and is designed to be used with a select group of carefully selected microphones. You can then quickly switch to Record
Mode to record the audio directly to your computer without the need for a separate recording software application. Or, you can

continue to Smart Mode to have a fresh start in any event. And the final mode, Standalone Recording, allows you to do what you
always wanted to do with any microphone: record straight to your computer. Streams and Streams of Plug-and-Play Features

SONAR X1 Producer also includes the easy-to-use SONAR X1/HPO Audio Interface. This interface allows you to connect the
SONAR X1 Producer to your computer with a single USB cable. With the SONAR X1 Producer, you also get a free version of

the SONAR X1/ f3e1b3768c
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